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Pitfalls to Avoid

1. Use turbo T jets no air inducted

2. Use 90-100 lbs pressure nothing less

3. Boom height 12-18 inches above canopy

4. Don’t piece meal a program together we have tried it all 

5. Make sure you use deposition aid its crucial



Variety Type Income Comparison

Susceptible Varieties with good 

disease control Income C059

 $28.00 per ton

 1% sugar increase = 3.5 tons in 

payment (1% over factory avg)

 41.2 tons x $28.00 = $1153.60

 1% sugar increase = $98.00

 total income = $1251.60

Resistant Varieties With Poor 

Disease Control Income C675

 $28.00 per ton

 1% sugar increase = 3.5 tons in 

payment .5% over factory vag

 35.4 tons x $28.00 = $991.20

 1% sugar increase = $ 49.00

 total income = $1040.20













So Whats

the 

Program?

Here is the 

example 

on the right

Renville County high Cercospora (CLS) pressure plan (as of 2/4/19)

(Adjuvant use, paired with the proper fungicide, is a significant consideration in this plan) 

All use of this information is at producers own risk; CLS plans must be flexible based on many factors as the season progresses 

Required Required Required Required Recommended Recommended

App date Fungicide 1 Fungicide 2 Extender Deposition Humectancy Sugar Accumulation

1 6/24/2019 Triazole chemistry #1 Manzate Pro-stick 2# Reguard 12 oz Diligence 1.5 oz N-Demand, 1 gallon Boron 20 oz

2 7/8/2019 Super Tin Manzate Pro-stick 2# Reguard 12 oz Diligence 1.5 oz - -

3 7/22/2019 Triazole chemistry #2 Manzate Pro-stick 2# Reguard 12 oz Diligence 1.5 oz N-Demand, 1 gallon Boron 20 oz

4 8/5/2019 Super Tin Manzate Pro-stick 2# Reguard 12 oz Diligence 1.5 oz - -

5 8/19/2019 Triazole chemistry #3 Manzate Pro-stick 2# Reguard 12 oz Diligence 1.5 oz N-Demand, 1 gallon Priaxor 4 oz

6 9/2/2019 Super Tin Manzate Pro-stick 2# Reguard 12 oz Diligence 1.5 oz - -

7 9/16/2019 Triazole chemistry #4 Manzate Pro-stick 2# Reguard 12 oz Diligence 1.5 oz - -

Dates are included above, only for the purpose of review of potential implications to full season product limitations

Before the season:
With normal planting, anticipate the time period needed for CLS protection, likely at least from late June to October 1st in Renville County

Control all weeds before all fungicide applications (excellent sugar beet plant coverage is essential for EBDC application)

Consult all labels for proper use of Adjuvants with fungicides, and for all other application instructions and requirements

All fungicides must be at full label rates; (including the Manzate Prostick or equivalent dry EBDC product)

Manzate Prostick and Super Tin are presented at their label maximums of product application per season (consult these labels)

know the correct Mixing Order (This is necessary for CLS control); also know water ph and hardness for possible corrective actions

Jar test product compatibility, consult neighbors/retailers for concerns throughout the season (again you are applying at your own risk)
Make sure the applicator understands why each product is being used (do not follow these suggestions blindly)

Application Requirements:

Maintain strict 10-14 day spray intervals with EBDC (label calls for 10 days maximum, extended here due to multiple products in mix) 

In the event of forecasted rain, consider applications closer to the 10 day interval

Use correct Spray Tips: Turbo Teejects or Flat Fans (absolutely no Air Induction(AI), CLS control will fail with AI tips)

20 gallons of water per acre (minimum on Manzate Prostick label) with 100 PSI application pressure

Boom height is critical, as close to the plant as possible, yet high enough to ensure complete plant coverage (avoid high boom tips)

Day of application:

Do not apply in a heavy dew (you do not want the fungicide to run off the plant)

You must finish Reguard with at least one hour of daylight remaining (Ideal application time likely between 9 am and 6pm)

Before starting flush booms with water; charge booms with product.  When done flush tanks and booms with water each day
If dry or hot conditions, consider applications earlier in the day while beet leaves are standing upright 
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So Whats Your plan?
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